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A B S T R A C T   

High-entropy alloys (HEAs) as potential structural materials appear to exhibit tension- 
compression asymmetry (TCA) in work hardening. However, the intricate origin of the TCA, 
particularly in multi-domain HEAs, remains unclear. Herein, an additive manufactured AlCoCr-
FeNi2.1 dual-phase (FCC + BCC) HEA was used as a prototypical model system to gain a funda-
mental understanding of the TCA in multi-domain HEAs. Microscopic characterizations 
demonstrate that the TCA in work hardening is primarily attributed to the dominant stacking 
fault (SF)-dislocation interaction, SF-SF interaction, and subordinate twin-dislocation interaction, 
all of which are observed only in the FCC phase in compression. The former two mechanisms not 
only offer strong strengthening by impeding dislocation motion, but also bring considerable 
plasticity. The latter mechanism occurs in the dense SF regions to accommodate the plastic 
deformation, and contribute to additional work hardening. However, in tension, there are only 
dislocations generated inside the FCC phase. The marked difference in the deformation of the FCC 
phase is closely related to the FCC/BCC alternating lamellar heterostructure. Dislocations will 
preferentially nucleate and accumulate at the phase boundary, resulting in localized stress con-
centration. In tension, the stress concentration will lead to rapid crack propagation parallel to the 
phase boundary, resulting in premature failure of the sample. In compression, various types of 
cracks are formed and develop slowly, postponing the failure of the sample. Also, this TCA has the 
potential to be tuned by tailoring the FCC/BCC lamellar heterostructure; specifically, the width 
ratio of the FCC phase to the BCC phase. Our findings deliver cutting-edge insights relative to the 
TCA in new forms of alloys and offer a promising strategy to achieve the tunable possibility of the 
TCA in the work hardening by designing hierarchical heterostructures.   

Introduction 

The pursuit of metals or alloys with excellent mechanical properties has long been a focus in engineering (Sathiyamoorthi and Kim, 
2022). However, a challenging problem is the difficulty of excavating new ones in conventional metallic materials. The advent of 
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high-entropy alloys (HEAs) enables the acquisition of new structural material candidates (Miracle and Senkov, 2017; Ye et al., 2016). 
Based on their superior mechanical properties such as ultrahigh yield strength of gigapascal ( He et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021), 
excellent specific strength/stiffness (Gorsse et al., 2017; Nutor et al., 2021), a beneficial strength/ductility relationship (Cao et al., 
2021; Liu et al., 2022), good fatigue resistance (Wang et al., 2020), and cold temperature fracture toughness (Gludovatz et al., 2014), 
HEAs are expected to be attractive structural materials in the future. 

Despite their potential as excellent structural components, HEAs appear to exhibit anisotropy after yielding concerning to different 
deformation paths, i.e., the tension-compression asymmetry (TCA) in work hardening (An et al., 2020; Joseph et al., 2017). This may 
be some different from the conventional alloys that show a conspicuous TCA in yielding. In general, the TCA in yielding of the con-
ventional alloys (e.g., Mg alloys (Habib et al., 2017; Yin et al., 2021), Inconel alloy (Ghorbanpour et al., 2020), Al-Fe alloys ( Li et al., 
2020)) is often attributed to the sensitivity differences of defects to deformation paths due to texture and/or crystal orientation, which 
has been widely confirmed by electron microscopic experiments and atomic simulations. A. S. Khan, W. Liu and the relevant co-
operators (Habib et al., 2017; Khan et al., 2012; Khan and Liu, 2012; Khan and Yu, 2012; Ku et al., 2020) deeply studied the TCA 
phenomenon in different alloys through finite element simulation, and proposed a series of criterions or methods for describing 
anisotropic yielding, which greatly enriches our understanding of the TCA in yielding of the conventional alloys. However, the un-
derstanding of the TCA in work hardening of the HEAs remains greatly lacking, which may seriously limit the engineering applications 
of these HEA components. For instance, HEA components subjected to bending loading (e.g., beams, tubes, and plates) will simul-
taneously sustain tension and compression. The presence of TCA in the work hardening will lead to a large deformation mismatch 
between the tension section and compression section (Suryawanshi et al., 2021), resulting in one fracturing first in comparison to the 
other. To understand the full potential of HEAs as excellent structural materials, it is necessary to clarify the origin and achieve the 
tunability of TCA in the work hardening. 

For single-domain HEAs, various mechanisms of TCA in the work hardening have been elucidated. For example, Joseph et al. 
(2017) first emphatically reported TCA in work hardening of the Al0.3CoCrFeNi HEA with a single face-centered cubic (FCC) solid 
solution. It was observed that the significant TCA in this alloy was attributed to the profuse mechanical twinning generated in 
compression but not in tension. An et al. (2020) also reported a similar trend of TCA in the Fe40Co20Cr20Mn10Ni10 HEA with a single 
FCC solid solution. It was observed that the conspicuous TCA in this alloy is attributed to the martensite phase transformation from FCC 
to hexagonal closed packed (HCP) that predominantly occurs in compression (compared to tension). Their findings have important 
implications for understanding TCA in the work hardening of HEAs (especially the single-domain HEAs). However, for multi-domain 
HEAs, the origin of TCA in the work hardening may be complicated because the deformation behaviors of various domains are rather 
diverse during deformation (Bai et al., 2021; Fu et al., 2022; Hasan et al., 2019; He et al., 2021; Li et al., 2020; Ma and Wu, 2019; Nutor 
et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2019); in particular, Fang et al. (Fang et al., 2019) earlier investigated the effect of different phase volume 
fractions of a dual-phase HEA on mechanical properties using atomistic simulations, thereby verifying the heterogeneity of the 
different phases/domains during deformation on atomic-scale mechanism. Understanding how the different domains interact to in-
fluence TCA in the work hardening remains unclear. To the best knowledge of the authors, there has been no cutting-edge coverage of 
TCA in the work hardening of the multi-domain HEAs. Therefore, to clarify the origin of TCA in the work hardening of the 
multi-domain HEAs and realize its adjustability, it is critical to (i) uncover the deformation behaviors of various domains in different 
deformation pathways, and (ii) reveal the TCA response to different combinations (such as different fractions or sizes) between various 
domains. 

In this work, to acquire in-depth insights into the origin of TCA in the work hardening of multi-domain HEAs, the AlCoCrFeNi2.1 
dual-phase HEA (DP-HEA) composed of FCC and body-centered cubic (BCC) phases has been fabricated by additive manufacturing. 
Three laser powers from high to low were used to prepare the DP-HEA with distinct microstructures, such as different phase widths and 
fractions of the FCC phase and BCC phase. During deformation, the respective responses of the FCC phase and BCC phase were sys-
tematically characterized and investigated by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 
The mechanism of the TCA in the work hardening of this DP-HEA was discussed, and the effects of different microstructural combi-
nations on this TCA were investigated in detail. Finally, the possibility of designing hierarchical heterostructures to tune TCA in the 
work hardening of HEAs was proposed. 

Materials and methods 

2.1. Material preparation and mechanical testing 

The DP-HEA was fabricated by an LMD-1500 printing machine (self-developed, Automation Research Institute Co., Ltd., China 
South Industries Group Corporation, Mianyang) that is a direct energy deposition pattern. The pre-alloyed powder was prepared via 
vacuum induction melting gas atomization. The powder size was controlled between 45 μm to 105 μm. The scanning speed was 600 
mm/min, and the layer thickness was 250 μm. From high to low, the laser powers were selected as 1200 W, 900 W, and 600 W. 
Generally, the scanning strategy is unidirectional scanning. The deposited DP-HEA was then transferred from the 316-steel substrate 
using wire cutting. Before cutting, the DP-HEA and substrate were heat-treated at 650 ◦C for 3 h to remove accumulated thermal 
stresses, thereby preventing large deformation during wire cutting. Cylindrical specimens for compression were cut to Φ5 × 10 mm, 
and dog-bone specimens for tension were cut to 10 mm × 3 mm × 1.5 mm gage length. All specimens were ground and polished to 
remove surface defects before mechanical testing. Quasi-static tensile tests were performed on an MTS Landmark electro-hydraulic 
servo mechanics test system, and the quasi-static compressive tests were performed on an LD26 universal testing machine. Both the 
tensile and compressive tests were run at a steady strain rate of 1 × 10− 3 s − 1 at room temperature. At least three times for samples in 
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each condition were tested to ensure repeatability. 

2.2. Microstructural characterization 

To investigate the microstructures of the printed DP-HEA before and after deformation, EBSD, TEM, and high-resolution TEM 
(HRTEM) were conducted. EBSD was carried out on a scanning electron microscope (SEM JSM-7100F) with OIM-analyzed software. 
Before observation, all EBSD specimens were vibration polished to acquire a good Kikuchi pattern. TEM and HRTEM observations were 
conducted on a JEOL JEM-2100F field emission instrument at 200 kV, to identify the deformation characteristics inside the samples 
after compression and tension. TEM specimens were cut out from the corresponding deformed samples and carefully ground into foils 
with a thickness of about 50 μm, and then prepared by twin-jet polishing systems. The electrolyte was made of 90 vol% alcohol and 10 
vol% perchloric acids and operated at –25 ◦C (Gao et al., 2017). 

Results 

3.1. Microstructures of the DP-HEA modified by additive manufacturing 

Fig. 1 illustrates the microstructures of the DP-HEA printed at various laser powers. It can be observed that all printed samples are 
composed of exclusively columnar grains with a regular eutectic lamellar structure with no obvious texture, as shown in Fig. 1(a)–1(c), 
the inverse pole figure (IPF) map. As the laser power gradually decreases, the columnar grain size gradually decreases, which, at a fixed 
magnification, shows that the DP-HEA printed at 600 W contains the most columnar grains. In addition to the columnar grain size, the 
phase width and fraction also exhibit visible dependence on laser power; see EBSD phase maps of Fig. 1(d)–1(f). Specifically, with laser 

Fig. 1. Microstructures of the DP-HEA printed at various laser powers. IPF maps of the sample printed at (a) 1200 W, (b) 900 W, and (c) 600 W, 
showing grain size information. EBSD phase maps of the sample printed at (d) 1200 W, (e) 900 W, and (f) 600 W, depicting the fraction and width of 
the BCC phase and FCC phase. KAM maps of the sample printed at (g) 1200 W, (h) 900 W, and (i) 600 W, suggesting lattice distortion at the phase 
interface, where the insets are the corresponding quantized KAM values. 
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power gradually decreasing, the phase width of both the FCC phase and BCC phase decrease, whereas the BCC phase fraction gradually 
increases while the FCC phase fraction gradually decreases. The kernel average misorientation (KAM) maps indicate, except for the 
phase interface, the KAM value is almost zero due to the annealing treatment, as shown in Fig. 1(g)–1(i). This result demonstrates that 
lattice distortion exists at the phase interface, owing to the mismatch of atoms from the FCC phase into the BCC phase, and this is 
verified by the large misorientation of ~43◦ between the FCC phase and BCC phase in Fig. S1. Therefore, the more phase interfaces (i. 
e., the smaller the phase width), the larger the KAM value. Due to the highest fraction of the BCC phase, the sample printed at 600 W 
has more phase interfaces than the other two cases, leading to a high average KAM value (0.27±0.005◦), which is larger than that of 
the samples printed at 1200 W (0.25±0.005◦) and 900 W (0.26±0.005◦). 

As shown in Fig. 1, the laser power can significantly affect the microstructures of the DP-HEA created during additive 
manufacturing. The quantized information is provided in Fig. 2. As can be seen in Fig. 2(a), with the laser power decreasing from 1200 
W to 600 W, the columnar grain size decreases from ~16 μm to ~7 μm. Next, the FCC phase width decreases from ~0.85 μm to ~0.49 
μm, and the BCC phase width decreases from ~0.33 μm to ~0.25 μm, which are reductions of ~56% and ~24%, respectively. The 
difference in phase width between the FCC phase and BCC phase of the DP-HEA printed at 600 W is the smallest. Third, the width ratio 
and fraction ratio of the FCC phase to the BCC phase are also sensitive to the laser power, where the former first increases and then 
sharply decreases while the latter monotonously decreases (Fig. 2(b)). The DP-HEA printed at 600 W has the smallest width ratio of 
1.96, which is far lower than that printed at 1200 W and 900 W, which are both greater than 2.5. 

3.2. Mechanical performance of the DP-HEA 

The mechanical properties of the DP-HEA printed at 1200 W, 900 W, and 600 W are provided in Fig. 3(a), and the results are 
summarized in Table 1. The printed samples exhibit excellent compressive behavior, with a good combination of both high strength 
and ductility. The yield strength is more than 900 MPa, the ultimate strength is more than 2000 MPa, and the uniform elongation is 
more than 28%. In particular, the DP-HEA printed at 600 W possesses the highest compressive yield strength (1041 MPa) due to the 
Hall-Petch effect. The tensile properties indicate that all samples have the similar strength, but a very different uniform elongation. The 
600 W-printed sample possesses a maximum uniform elongation of 5.8%. Compared to the compressive behaviors, the ultimate tensile 
strength and uniform elongation are inferior, while the tensile yield strength is comparable. Therefore, the DP-HEA exhibits a 
negligible TCA in yielding but a noticeable TCA in work hardening. In addition, this TCA level of the DP-HEA printed at different laser 
powers shows conspicuous distinction. Direct evidence of this is the plasticity difference (Δε) between compression and tension of the 
different samples. As shown in Table 1, the Δε values of the DP-HEA printed at 1200 W, 900 W, and 600 W are 0.260, 0.277, and 0.222, 
respectively. The Δε of the DP-HEA printed at 600 W is far less than those printed at 1200 W and 900 W, which indicates that the DP- 
HEA printed at 600 W exhibits relatively good symmetry between compression and tension compared to the other two levels of laser 
power, and may have the lowest magnitude of TCA in work hardening. 

To comprehensively evaluate the TCA behavior of the DP-HEA, two dimensionless parameters are defined: 

D1 = σCY / σTY (1)  

D2 =

∫
(σc − σCY)dεc∫
(σt − σTY)dεt

,
σc ≥ σCY
σt ≥ σTY

(2)  

where σCY and σTY represent the compressive yield strength and tensile yield strength, respectively, σc and σt represent the compressive 
flow stress and tensile flow stress, and εc and εt represent the corresponding compressive flow strain and tensile flow strain, respec-
tively. Eq. (1) represents the yield strength ratio, often reflecting the TCA in the yielding (Chen et al., 2021; Sun et al., 2019), and Eq. 

Fig. 2. (a) Grain size and phase width of the DP-HEA printed at various laser powers. (b) Width ratio and fraction ratio of the FCC phase to the 
BCC phase. 
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(2) represents the ratio of the stress increment to the area enclosed by the strain after yielding, which can be used to reflect TCA in the 
work hardening. Fig. 3(b) depicts the relationship between D1 and D2. HEAs exhibit a converse tendency compared with conventional 
metals and alloys. For example, pure Zn (Chen et al., 2021), Mg alloys (Park et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2019), and CP-Ti (Lin et al., 2017) 
frequently have a noticeable TCA in the yielding, but after yielding, the work hardening is not significantly anisotropic in different 
deformation paths. However, HEAs often exhibit significant TCA in the work hardening but not in the yielding. This infers that the 
deformation mechanism of HEAs is very different between compression and tension after yielding. In addition, as shown in Fig. 3(b), 
all of the D2 values of the DP-HEA samples are far lower than that of the single-phase Al0.3CoCrFeNi HEA, indicating that the DP-HEA 

Fig. 3. (a) Tensile and compressive properties of the DP-HEA printed at various laser powers. (b) Relationship between D1 and D2, indicating that 
the 600 W-printed sample has a weaker TCA in work hardening. (c) The work hardening rate of the 600 W-printed sample. 

Table 1 
Mechanical properties of the DP-HEA printed at various laser power levels.  

Sample Yield Strength Ultimate strength (MPa) Elongation 
(MPa) (%)  

Com. Ten. Com. Ten. Com. Ten. 
600 W 1041±28 1035±21 2072±52 1273±25 28±1.4 5.8 ± 0.29 
900 W 966±37 1001±40 2003±46 1246±37 32±2.1 4.3 ± 0.13 
1200 W 925±35 958±32 2084±61 1292±33 31±1.9 5.0 ± 0.31  
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shows a reduced TCA in the work hardening than in single-domain HEAs. Moreover, the D2 of the DP-HEA printed at 600 W is ~22, 
which is significantly lower than those printed at 1200 W and 900 W, and closer to ideal symmetry such as in amorphous Si (Wang 
et al., 2021). This indicates that the TCA in the work hardening of the DP-HEA is alterable by tailoring the lamellar heterostructure. 

Fig. 3(c) depicts the work hardening rate of the DP-HEA printed at 600 W. At a glance, the work hardening rate curve during 
compression is complicated, and the entire process can be divided into three regimes. In regime I, the true strain is less than 0.06, and 
the work hardening rate drops sharply and monotonously with increasing strain. In regime II, the true strain is between 0.06 and 0.15, 
and the work hardening rate slowly decreases from 5 GPa to 3 GPa per strain. While the work hardening rate decreases with increasing 
strain overall, there are two ‘strange’ stages where the work hardening rate briefly increases with increasing strain, which are marked 
by yellow arrows in this regime. In regime III, the true strain exceeds 0.15, and the work hardening rate continues to decrease 
monotonously with increasing strain. The tensile work hardening rate curve is relatively simple, showing that the work hardening rate 
sharply decreases with increasing strain until fracture. 

3.3. Deformation characteristics of the FCC/BCC phases 

To reveal the deformation characteristics of the FCC phase and the BCC phase, the KAM value at different strain under tension and 
compression are illustrated in Fig. 4. Generally, KAM was used to reflect the defect concentration of the deformed samples, where the 
larger the KAM value, the more defects in the deformed samples (Bai et al., 2021; Calcagnotto et al., 2010; Qin et al., 2022). The KAM 
value of the FCC and BCC phases at the tensile strain of 0.058 (i.e., the fractured strain) are 0.37±0.04 ◦ and 0.29±0.05◦. These values 
are similar to those corresponding values at the compressive strains of 0.055, respectively, 0.36±0.06◦ and 0.30±0.05◦. This indicates 
that the early deformation modes in tension and compression are probably identical. In addition, the KAM value of the BCC phase is 
quite small under this relatively small strain, which is close to the value (~0.27◦) before deformation. This suggests that the BCC phase 
hardly undergoes plastic deformation at the early stage either in tension or compression. With compressive strain increasing, the KAM 
values of both the FCC and BCC phases increase. However, the increase rate is significantly different. As can be seen in Fig. 4(c), the 
KAM value of the FCC phase increases significantly faster than that of the BCC phase, indicating that during deformation, the dis-
tribution of plastic deformation is increasingly dominated by the FCC phase due to the limited plastic deformation capacity of the BCC 
phase. The KAM value of the BCC phase hardly increases at the imposed strain from 0.15 to 0.25, which can be inferred that the plastic 
deformation of the BCC phase is close to the upper limit when the strain exceeds 0.15. However, the KAM value of the FCC phase 
continuously increases noticeably with the strain increasing. More interestingly, the KAM increment of the FCC phase is largest at the 
imposed strain from 0.10 to 0.15. This strain interval is inside regime II of the work hardening rate in Fig. 3(c), which demonstrates 
that in this strain interval, new deformation mode or mechanism may have occurred, thereby resulting in the ‘strange’ stages. 

To further explain the defect distribution features within the FCC and BCC phases after fracture, GND density within the FCC and 
BCC phases of the fractured samples are depicted in Fig. 5. In compression, the FCC phase has a high and homogeneous GND density, 
whereas the BCC phase has a low GND density that is mainly distributed at the phase boundaries. In tension, the GND density within 
the FCC phase is uneven, showing a gradient distribution from the phase interface to the interior. In addition, there is almost no GND 
within the BCC phase, verifying that the plastic deformation is almost entirely provided by the FCC phase at the early deformation 
stage. Fig. 5(c) illustrates the specific KAM trend inside single FCC island and single BCC island. For comparison, the undeformed 
sample is measured as a baseline. The starting point and end point of the profiles are the phase interfaces on both sides, and the profile 
shows the KAM of an arbitrary point to the origin point. For the FCC phase, the compressive sample exhibits a uniform misorientation 
distribution with a larger value of ~1.5◦ compared to the baseline (~0.25◦), implying homogeneous and severe plastic strain; how-
ever, the tensile sample shows an obvious gradient distribution of misorientation, with a strain gradient from the phase boundary to 
the interior. For the BCC phase, although the misorientation of the compressive sample exhibits the same tendency as that of the FCC 

Fig. 4. The KAM value at different strain stages under tension and compression: (a) the FCC phase, (b) the BCC phase. (c) Variation trend of the 
KAM value of the FCC and BCC phases with compressive strain increasing. 
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phase, the value is only ~0.5◦, indicating that the BCC phase contributes to minor plastic deformation; the tensile sample shows that 
the profile almost coincides with the baseline, inferring almost no plastic deformation of the BCC phase. 

The results of Fig. 5 not only confirm the KAM results in Fig. 4, but also intuitively present the specific distribution of dislocations in 
the FCC and BCC phases. It is also found that although the compressive strain is much larger than the tensile strain, the GND density 
inside the BCC phase of the compressive fractured sample is still relatively low. Therefore, it is reasonable to speculate that the BCC 
phase may not behave strong differently between compression and tension. 

Postmortem TEM observations of the DP-HEA are provided in Fig. 6. The deformation characteristics of the FCC phase and BCC 
phase are quite different in the deformed sample, especially in the compressive sample. 

The compressive sample 
Within the FCC phase, there is a high dislocation density (HDD) in the form of dense dislocation networks (Fig. 6(a)). In addition to 

the HDD, extensive stacking faults (SFs) marked by yellow arrows are also observed within the FCC phase. The SFs are multi- 
directional and form into the SFs intersection marked by the yellow dashed line in the inset of Fig. 6(b). The profuse SFs can be 
seen as a strong barrier to dislocation movement (Jian et al., 2013). As a result, a large number of dislocation tangles (DTs) marked by a 
blue dashed circle in Fig. 6(b) are gathered in dense SFs regions, owing to the multitude of SF-dislocation interactions. The 
multi-directional SFs are also supported by the HRTEM observation in Fig. 6(c). The SFs in different directions are formed into SFs 
intersection, which is further formed into an SFs loop marked by green dashed rhombus, indicating strong SF-SF interactions. The 
intensive SF-dislocation and SF-SF interactions generally result in strong strain hardening by impeding dislocation motion (Frank et al., 
2020; Nutor et al., 2021; Xu et al., 2018), and thus, mechanical twins (MTs) may be preferentially generated under this condition to 
accommodate plastic deformation (Jeong et al., 2018). However, as seen in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b), MTs are not detected within the FCC 
phase at low magnification. Instead, MTs are observed at an HRTEM image of the dense SFs region; see Fig. 6(d) and its inset of the FFT 
pattern. The MTs are only nanoscale with a thickness of less than 5 nm and are surrounded by numerous SFs. This means that although 
twin-dislocation interactions can further bring additional hardening and contribute to plasticity, it is subordinate compared to the 
SF-dislocation and SF-SF interactions. This is very different from the dominant twinning-induced work hardening in low stacking fault 
energy (SFE) HEAs (Deng et al., 2015; Joseph et al., 2017), which may be attributed to the unique alternating lamellar heterostructure. 

Within the BCC phase, however, only a relatively low dislocation density (LDD) in the form of dislocation lines marked by light cyan 
arrows in Fig. 6(a) are generated, and few DTs are formed at the phase boundary. These results demonstrate that the FCC phase 
deformed severely and homogeneously, which is attributed to the HDD and extensive SFs as well as nanoscale MTs, whereas the BCC 
phase is difficult to deform plastically and only yields LDD. Therefore, the DP-HEA exhibits severe heterogeneous deformation between 
the FCC phase and BCC phase in compression. 

Fig. 5. GND density heat maps of the fractured samples: (a) compression and (b) tension. (c) The KAM misorientation inside the FCC phase and BCC 
phase marked in (a) and (b), respectively. 
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The tensile sample 
The deformation characteristics of the tensile sample are relatively simple. The dislocations within the FCC phase are inhomo-

geneous. As seen from Fig. 6(e), HDD are formed at the phase boundary but LDD are formed at the phase interior, showing an obvious 
gradient distribution from the phase boundaries to the interior, which is very consistent with the EBSD result in Fig. 5(b). In addition, a 
large number of dislocations are piled up at the phase boundary to form into numerous DTs marked by blue dashed line circles (Fig. 6 
(f)). Dislocations accumulated at the phase boundary will result in severe localized stress concentration (Cepeda-Jiménez et al., 2019; 
Jiang et al., 2018), which may lead to premature breakage during tension. This is reasonable given that the tensile behavior of the 
DP-HEA showed inferior plasticity. In addition, except for dislocations, no visible SFs and MTs are identified within the FCC phase, and 
no visible dislocations are observed within the BCC phase. This indicates that almost all plastic deformation of the DP-HEA is provided 
by the dislocation slip inside the FCC phase during tension. 

The TEM results are in good agreement with the EBSD results, i.e., the DP-HEA exhibits significant heterogeneous deformation 
between the FCC phase and BCC phase either in compression or tension. The heterogeneous deformation is more pronounced espe-
cially in compression because the FCC phase is not only much higher in dislocation density than the BCC phase, but also contains a 
large number of SFs as well as MTs. 

Fig. 6. Typical TEM bright-field images of the DP-HEA after fracture. After compressive fracture: (a) HDD within the FCC phase and LDD within the 
BCC phase. (b) Extensive multi-directional SFs within the FCC phase, where the inset indicates the formed SFs intersection. (c) HRTEM observation 
of the SFs intersection marked in the enlarged view of (b), showing the formation of the SFs loop. (d) HRTEM image of the nanoscale MTs, where the 
inset is the corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern. After tensile fracture: (e) HDD at the phase boundary and LDD inside the interior of 
the FCC phase, with no visible dislocations within the BCC phase. (f) Dislocations inside the FCC phase accumulated at the phase boundary, forming 
a large number of DTs. All the TEM sectioning is done parallel to the loading axis. 
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4. Discussion 

4.1. Deformation mechanisms in tension and compression 

To interpret the TCA in the work hardening of the DP-HEA, the deformation mechanisms of compression and tension in the 
different regimes are discussed. Based on the result of Fig. 4, the deformation mode in regime I in compression can be deduced from the 
deformation characteristics of the tensile fracture sample, since their early deformation modes may be same. 

Regime I (the whole process of tension): The FCC phase begins to deform plastically, while the BCC phase is still in an elastic stage. 
Dislocations originating inside the FCC phase (preferentially at/near the phase boundary) are continuously emitted towards the BCC 
phase, blocked by, and piled up at the phase boundary to form DTs eventually. Hence, there is a strain gradient inside the FCC phase 
from phase boundary to the interior (Fig. 6(e)), whereas no visible dislocations are observed within the BCC phase. 

Regime II: With increasing strain, the BCC phase also begins to plastically deform to yield dislocations. Meanwhile, a large number 
of SFs are generated inside the FCC phase. The SFs, involving dissociations of dislocations (Jian et al., 2013), will hinder the movement 
of dislocations (DTs are formed in dense SFs regions; see Fig. 6(b)), forming intensive SF-dislocation interactions. In addition, the SFs 
multi-directionally form into dense SFs intersections and SFs loops, creating strong SF-SF interactions. The intensive SF-dislocation and 
SF-SF interactions should result in strain hardening, simultaneously strengthening and elongating the DP-HEA (Nutor et al., 2021). 
Therefore, the work hardening rate increases with increasing strain, as noted by the first yellow arrow in Fig. 3(c). When the strain 
reaches 0.1, the work hardening rate increases again with increasing strain. This is supposed to be the generation of MTs. Generally, 
multi-directional MTs are easily generated in materials with low SFE to coordinate deformation, such as TWIP steel (De Cooman et al., 
2018; Li et al., 2022), and consequently result in strong work hardening through twin-twin interactions (Wu et al., 2018). Despite 
unidirectional, the MTs in the DP-HEA will still refine the FCC matrix to produce dynamic Hall-Petch strengthening (George et al., 
2019; Otto et al., 2013), and further together with SFs, hinder the dislocation motion. Hence, twin-dislocation interaction induced 
hardening enables the work hardening rate to increase again with increasing strain, as noted by the second yellow arrow in Fig. 3(c). 
Another possible reason for the second yellow arrow is the shear banding effect. Due to severe heterogeneous deformation between the 
FCC phase and BCC phase, shear banding may be likely formed in this DP-HEA(Frodal et al., 2022; Zhao et al., 2021). Shear banding 
usually leads to unstable plastic flow (Frint and Wagner, 2019; Sun et al., 2014), inducing the work hardening rate fluctuations. 
Especially for shear bands at the grain or phase levels, called copper-type shear bands (Duckham et al., 2002, 2001), they usually cause 
hardening . However, according to the results of Fig. 6, no copper-type shear bands were found in a single phase or in a few contiguous 
phases. Therefore, SFs and MTs are the main factors that result in the work hardening. On the other hand, the generation of SFs and 
MTs may the direct reason that the KAM increment at strain from 0.1 to 0.15 is quite large in Fig. 4(c). 

Regime III: With further increasing strain, the FCC phase deforms severely and homogeneously. Dislocations are massively 
nucleated and plane slip occurs within the FCC phase, forming HDD in the form of dense dislocation networks (Fig. 6(a)). In addition to 
HDD, profuse SFs are continuously developed within the FCC phase, forming numerous SFs intersections and SFs loops (Fig. 6(c)). MTs 
may also multiply, but their size is still limited to the nanoscale (Fig. 6(d)). On the other hand, only LDD are produced within the BCC 
phase due to the limited plastic deformation capacity. Therefore, the DP-HEA exhibits significant heterogeneous deformation between 
the FCC phase and BCC phase. 

4.2. Strength contribution of the various factors 

As can be seen in Table. 1, The yield strength of the samples corresponding to different laser powers is different. Specifically, as the 
laser power decreases, the yield strength increases both in tension and compression. Fig. 1 has shown that as the laser power decreases, 

Fig. 7. (a) Hall-Petch relation of the DP-HEA in this work. (b) Contribution of various factors to strength in compression and tension, where σHP 
represents the Hall-Petch strengthening. 
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the grain size gradually decreases while other microstructures do not change significantly. Supposing that the interaction between the 
phases is attributed to the portion of the intrinsic strength, the difference in yield strength between different samples could be 
interpreted by the Hall-Petch effect, i.e., the grain refinement strengthening. 

The yield strength of the DP-HEA can be expressed as below: 

σYS = σ0 +
k
̅̅̅
d

√ , (3)  

where σ0 is the intrinsic strength, k is the Hall-Petch coefficient, d is the grain size. In this work, the σ0 is calculated as 818 MPa, and k is 
calculated as 574 MPa•μm− 1/2, which are determined by plotting the Hall-Petch relation under the three laser power cases in Fig. 7(a). 

After deformation, the ultimate strength difference between compression and tension is quite large, which is attributed to the 
different deformation characteristics inside FCC phase. The compressive ultimate strength can be expressed as below: 

σCUS = σ0 +
k
̅̅̅
d

√ + Δσdis + ΔσSF + ΔσMT (4)  

Δσdis represents the strength increment contributed by dislocations, which can be further expressed as below: 

Δσdis = MαGb
̅̅̅
p

√
, (5)  

where M is the Taylor factor, α is a material constant, G is the shear modulus, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, and ρ is the 
dislocation density in the compressive fractured sample. In this work, due to the dislocation density inside the BCC phase being 
negligible, the dislocation density is only counted inside the FCC phase. Therefore, Eq. (5) needs to be multiplied by a coefficient (ω), as 
below: 

Δσdis = ωMαGb
̅̅̅ρ√
, (6)  

where ω is the fraction of the FCC phase. M is taken as 3.06, G is 76.9 GPa, and b is 0.254 nm (Xiong et al., 2020). Considering the 
calculation difficulty of statically stored dislocation density, the overall dislocation density ρ can be replaced by the GND density, 
although it may tend to be conservative. According to (Calcagnotto et al., 2010), ρGND can be quantitatively estimated as below: 

ρGNDs =
2θ
μb

, (7)  

where θ is the average KAM value, μ is the unit length. The ρGND in the compressive fractured sample is estimated as ~3.4 × 1015 m − 2, 
and therefore, the strength increment contributed by dislocations is ~371 MPa. 

ΔσSF represents the strength increment contributed by SFs (Jian et al., 2013)(Frank et al., 2020), which can be further expressed as 
below: 

ΔσSF = ω kSF

dSF
, (8)  

where kSF is a strengthening coefficient, dSF is the mean spacing between SFs. In this work, dSF is determined by HRTEM observation (~ 
5 nm), kSF is 3149 MP•nm (Frank et al., 2020). Hence, the strength increment contributed by SFs is ~447 MPa. 

ΔσMT represents the strength increment contributed by MTs, i.e., the dynamic Hall-Petch effect. According to Fu et al. (2022)), the 
ΔσMT can be expressed as below: 

ΔσMT = ω 2t
dMT + 2t

kMT
̅̅
t

√ , (9)  

where t is the thickness of the MT, dMT is the spacing between MTs, and kMT is the dynamic Hall-Petch coefficient. In this work, t and 
dMT are ~3 nm and ~70 nm, determined by TEM observations. kMT is 167 MPa•μm− 1/2 (Fu et al., 2022). Thus, the strength increment 
contributed by MTs is ~171 MPa. 

The tensile ultimate strength can be only expressed as: 

σTUS = σ0 +
k
̅̅̅
d

√ + Δσdis, (10)  

the ρGND in the tensile fractured sample is estimated as ~1.6 × 1015 m − 2, and therefore, the Δσdis is estimated as ~255 MPa. 
The strength contribution for each factor in tension and compression are listed in Table 2 and plotted in Fig. 7(b). 

4.3. Origin of the TCA in the work hardening 

According to the results of EBSD and TEM, the FCC phase behaves more differences between the two deformation paths. In tension, 
only dislocations are formed within the FCC phase, whereas in compression, in addition to dislocations, numerous SFs and MTs are also 
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generated within the FCC phase. However, the BCC phase does not behave significantly differently between the two deformation paths, 
which is only a slight difference in dislocation density. Therefore, the TCA in the work hardening of the DP-HEA is mainly attributed to 
the SF-dislocation, SF-SF, and twin-dislocation interactions generated within the FCC phase in compression but not in tension. 
However, why is the deformation behavior of the FCC phase so different between tension and compression? The mystery may be 
hidden behind the unique alternating lamellar dual-phase heterostructure. The phase boundary (or the BCC phase) plays an important 
role in the deformation of the FCC phase. Due to the FCC/BCC alternating structure, dislocation in this dual-phase HEA should be 
nucleated at the phase boundary, since the phase boundary is the weakest (Muskeri et al., 2020) but the energy is the highest here. 
Dislocations are nucleated massively at the phase boundary and moved towards the FCC phase interior, and eventually blocked by the 
phase boundary on the other side of the FCC phase, as can be seen in Fig. 8(a) and 8(b). As a result, a large number of dislocations 
would be piled up at the phase boundary to form DTs, thereby leading to strong localized stress concentration. The strong localized 
stress concentration may be sufficient to nucleate a crack (Daphalapurkar et al., 2020), of which development in tension and 
compression may be anisotropic. It is generally considered that the crack surface is open under tension while closed under compression 
(Wang et al., 2021). In other words, the stress concentration under tension should allow the crack to grow rapidly and in turn, the 
eventual failure, whereas under compression, the stress concentration should inhibit crack growth, thereby delaying the failure. 

To prove the above point, the SEM morphologies are provided in Fig. 9. It can be observed from Fig. 9(a) that extensive voids 
coalescences and cracks exist inside the tensile fractured sample. Due to the severe stress concentration at the phase boundary, the 
voids are nucleated and distributed continuously along the phase boundary and start to aggregate, which may be the predecessor of the 
cracks. With strain increasing, these voids coalescences may develop into a crack parallel to the phase boundary. This type of crack may 
rapidly propagate since there are no other obstacles along the phase boundary. It can be seen the length and width of the cracks parallel 
to the phase boundary are ~44.4 μm and ~1.8 μm, respectively. In addition, in the vicinity of the cracks, the FCC and the BCC phases 
did not undergo obvious morphological changes, indicating that the FCC and the BCC phases have not been sufficiently deformed. 

Fig. 9(b) illustrates the SEM morphologies of the compressive sample upon 0.055 strain that corresponds to the strain at tensile 
fracture of 0.058. Clearly, no visible voids coalescences and cracks are observed at this strain level upon compression. Conversely, 
some dispersed voids are mainly distributed at grain boundary, in particular boundary triple junction. In addition, small-scale phase 
breaking is found to form a short crack perpendicular to the phase boundary. These observations prove that the development of defects 
does respond differently to different deformation paths at the same strain levels. With compressive strain increasing to 0.10 as seen in 
Fig. 9(c), some phase voids start to coalesce and gradually develop into cracks propagating along grain boundary. Due to the orien-
tation difference between different grains, this type of crack propagates slowly, of which length and width are ~25.6 μm and 0.83 μm, 
respectively. Meanwhile, the cracks perpendicular to the phase boundary also develop further. However, owing to the interphase 
interaction, such crack propagation through the phase lamellae is rather difficult, and the length and width of this type of crack are 
only ~11.1 μm and 0.5 μm, respectively. With further increase in strain until compressive fracture as seen in Fig. 9(d), there are mixed 
cracks inside the sample, containing the parts that are parallel to the phase boundary and perpendicular to the phase boundary. 
Compared to the crack only parallel to the phase boundary in the tensile fractured sample, the scale of the mixed crack is relatively 
small, of which length and width are ~31.3 μm and 1.1 μm, respectively. More importantly, in addition to the mixed crack, shear 
cracks are formed inside the compressive sample upon this large strain. For shear cracks, the most typical feature is the significant 
twisting of the phase lamellae adjacent to this type of crack. This is strongly different from the cracks in the tensile fractured sample. 
Also, some micro-level shear bands limited to a lamellar colony are formed, which are evidence of shear events and the resultant shear 
cracks. The length and width of the shear crack are ~26.2 μm and 1.0 μm, respectively. Likewise, it is also much smaller than the scale 
of the cracks in the tensile fractured sample. 

According to the results of Fig. 9, the hidden origin of tension-compression asymmetry in the work hardening may be revealed. This 
asymmetry is mainly attributed to the strongly different crack development between tension and compression. In tension, single type 
of crack parallel to the phase boundary propagate rapidly and cause premature failure of the sample. In compression, various types of 
cracks (such as cracks perpendicular to the phase boundary, cracks along to grain boundary and shear cracks) are produced. These 
cracks develop slowly due to different obstacles, which delays the failure of the sample. Therefore, in compression, the sample will 
continue to deform, reaching the critical resolved shear stress for SFs and MTs at the phase boundary, as can be seen in Figs. 8(c) and 8 
(d). 

4.4. Effect of heterogeneous deformation on the TCA in work hardening 

Fig. 3(c) demonstrates that the magnitude of the TCA in the work hardening of the DP-HEA is lower than that of the single-phase 
Al0.3CoCrFeNi HEA. This may be due to the relative scale and content of the MTs in this DP-HEA. The lamellar heterostructure divides 
the FCC phase into countless islands that cannot be connected, and phase boundary are uniformly distributed inside the DP-HEA. Even 
if the MTs are initiated within the FCC phase, their development will be limited due to the small size of the independent islands. Also, 
the presence of the phase boundary may inhibit the propagation and connection of the MTs. For instance, the size of the MTs in the DP- 

Table 2 
Contribution of the various factors to the ultimate strength.   

σ0 (MPa) σHP (MPa) Δσdis (MPa) ΔσSF (MPa) ΔσMT (MPa) 

Compression 818 217 371 447 171 
Tension 818 217 255 \ \  
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HEA is quite small (less than 5 nm), which is far less than that in the Al0.3CoCrFeNi HEA (~50 μm). In addition to the MTs scale, the 
conditions for the advent of MTs are also different between the DP-HEA and the Al0.3CoCrFeNi HEA. When the strain reaches 0.35, the 
latter begins to show MTs. However, according to the work hardening rate curve (Fig. 3(c)), when the strain reaches 0.1, MTs have 
already occurred in the DP-HEA. The earlier formation of MTs in the DP-HEA may be attributed to the accumulation of dislocations 
within the FCC phase. Compared with the Al0.3CoCrFeNi HEA, the FCC phase in the DP-HEA may experience larger stress amplitudes 
earlier, thus reaching the critical resolved shear stress for twinning initiation. While the MTs may be generated earlier with the FCC 
phase of the DP-HEA, MTs are more difficult in developing due to the small FCC island as well as the inhibition of the BCC phase. 

4.5. Alterable TCA in the work hardening of the DP-HEA 

As discussed above, the DP-HEA shows a reduced TCA in work hardening due to the heterogeneous deformation. More interest-
ingly, the TCA in the work hardening of the DP-HEA is alterable. As Fig. 3(b) shows, D2 values of the DP-HEA printed at 1200 W, 900 W, 
and 600 W are ~36, ~50, and ~22, respectively. Since the three samples have different microstructures such as phase fraction and 
phase width (Figs. 1 and 2), this means that microstructural characteristics directly determine the degree of the TCA in work hard-
ening. To further confirm the viewpoint, KAM profiles of the FCC phase and the BCC phase after compression are provided in Fig. 10. 

The average KAM values of the FCC phase of the DP-HEA printed at 1200 W, 900 W, and 600 W are 0.71±0.18◦, 0.82±0.21◦, and 
0.67±0.23◦, respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 10(a) that the increasing trend of the KAM value is the same as that of the D2. 
Whereas, the average KAM values of the BCC phase of the DP-HEA printed at 1200 W, 900 W, and 600 W are 0.47±0.19◦, 0.48±0.14◦, 
and 0.46±0.15◦, respectively. These values are hardly any changed. It can be seen from Fig. 10(b) that the three profiles are almost 
overlap, indicating the deformation of the BCC phase of different samples is at the same level in compression. Therefore, it can be 
speculated that only the degree of deformation of the FCC phase determines the magnitude of the D2. 

It can be inferred that the KAM value of the FCC phase of the DP-HEA printed at 600 W is the smallest due to relatively low SFs and 
MTs contents. First, the DP-HEA printed at 600 W has the lowest FCC fraction (Fig. 2(b)), which inevitably leads to fewer SFs and MTs. 
Another possible reason is that the FCC phase width of the DP-HEA printed at 600 W is the smallest (Fig. 2(a)). MTs are very sensitive to 
grain size, that is, the smaller the grain size, the larger the critical resolved shear stress for twinning. These two key factors may 
together contribute to the decrease in D2, which is reflected in the decrease in KAM value. On the other hand, the phase width ratio of 
the FCC phase to the BCC phase (referred to as the phase width ratio) has a significant effect not only on the compressive deformation 
but also on the tensile deformation. It can be observed that the phase width ratio of the DP-HEA printed at 600 W is the smallest at 1.96, 
indicating that the alternating lamellae of the FCC phase and BCC phase are more compact, and there are more phase boundaries 
evenly distributed. In this case, two results may be raised. In compression, the development of the SFs and MTs may be suppressed due 
to densely arranged grain boundaries, which weakens the interactions between the multiple defects comprising dislocations, SFs, and 
MTs. Therefore, the work hardening during compression will be significantly inhibited. In tension, localized stress concentration at a 

Fig. 8. (a) and (b) dislocations nucleated at the phase boundary. (c) and (d) SFs nucleated at the phase boundary.  
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single phase boundary will be significantly reduced due to the increase in the overall boundary density, improving the overall uniform 
plastic deformation. 

Conclusion 

To acquire an in-depth understanding of the origin of TCA in the work hardening of the multi-domain HEAs, an AlCoCrFeNi2.1 dual- 
phase HEA with three distinct microstructures was prepared by additive manufacturing. The mechanical performance was tested both 
in compression and tension, and the microstructures before and after deformation were characterized and analyzed by SEM, EBSD and 
TEM/HRTEM. The main conclusions are as follows:  

(1) The DP-HEA exhibits a negligible TCA in the yielding but a conspicuous TCA in the work hardening. This is primarily attributed 
to the interactions between multiple defects (containing dislocations, SFs, and MTs) generated within the FCC phase in 
compression but not in tension. The SF-dislocation interaction and SF-SF interaction are dominant, which not only provides 
strong strengthening as barriers for dislocation movement but also enables considerable plasticity. MTs are generated in dense 
SFs regions to accommodate plastic deformation, which then forms twin-dislocation interactions that bring additional strain 
hardening. 

Fig. 9. The SEM morphologies of (a) the tensile sample after fracture, and the compressive one at strain magnitude of (b) 0.055, (c) 0.10 and (d) 
0.28 (fracture), respectively. Tensile sample presents most cracks parallel to the phase boundary, which indicates debonding at phase interface as 
the failure mechanism. However, the compressive sample exhibit a large variety in the form of cracks, postponing failure compared with case of 
tension. All the SEM sectioning is done parallel to the loading axis. 
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(2) The unique alternating lamellar structure of the DP-HEA will lead to intensive localized stress concentration at the phase 
boundary due to heterogeneous deformation. In tension, the stress concentration can cause cracks parallel to the phase 
boundary, which rapidly develops and results in the DP-HEA premature fracture, whereas in compression, various types of 
cracks are formed and develop slowly, the failure of the DP-HEA could be postponed, providing the opportunity for the 
nucleation of SFs and MTs.  

(3) The degree of the TCA in this DP-HEA is less than in the single-phase HEA. In addition, this TCA in the DP-HEA seems alterable. 
By tailoring the geometry of the alternating lamellar structure, the level of the TCA in the work hardening can be reduced to 
some extent. In the future, by designing hierarchical heterostructures (such as bi-modal grains structure, gradient structure, 
dual- or multi-phase structure and harmonic structure) to achieve the tunable possibility of the TCA in the work hardening may 
become a promising strategy. 
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Fig. 10. KAM profiles of (a) the FCC phase and (b) the BCC phase of the various DP-HEA after compression, indicating that the deformation of the 
FCC phase has a decisive effect on the D2. 
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